WORKPLACE
Enabling people to do their best work.

We aspire to make work better.
Your workplace
and flexible
We
aspireis atodynamic
make
workasset
better.
capable of driving - or impeding - people and
Your real estate is a dynamic and flexible asset
business performance.

capable of driving - or impeding - employee and
business performance
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Our Purpose
Your workplace; more than just a place to do
business.

SET A CLEAR
VISION

ARTICULATE YOUR VISION ABOUT WHAT SHOULD CHANGE AND WHY
Be clear about your vision for change and how you think that change will be beneficial for your
business. This may involve supporting new, agile ways of working, or the introduction of new
technologies. or shifting the way work gets done in the organisation.

Your workplace is an incubator for ideas and innovation; it’s an enabler of
work; it’s an experience for your people and customers, and is a symbol to the
outside of what you believe and stand for.
But good design alone doesn’t result in a high-performing workforce. CBRE
believes you must think wider than design and focus on the experience of
work - considering how your technology, people, approach to professional
development and training, and facility management practices support the
creation of great work experiences. These experiences seamlessly join the dots
between people, place and technology helping individuals thrive - the key to
attracting and retaining fantastic talent.
CBRE believes that there are five key factors to creating an optimal workplace
experience:

ENABLE
YOUR
PEOPLE

KNOW YOUR PEOPLE AND WHAT THEY NEED TO BE EFFECTIVE
Fundamental to the idea of creating workplaces that attract people is understanding the people
themselves. Go beyond generations, and work to understand both the work patterns and life
stages of your people so you can appropriately tailor work experience to their needs.

MEET BASIC FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS FIRST

MEET BASIC
NEEDS

CREATE A
DESTINATION

FOCUS ON
DETAILS
Interested in learning more about the relationship between workplace environments and wellbeing?

Great workplaces start with the basic elements we all need to be productive at work: convenient
access to a wide variety of spaces that enable different work patterns and preferences, seamless
technology, support of wellbeing, and the ability to easily find information and access other
people.

SEE YOUR OFFICE AS THE CENTRAL DESTINATION IN A NETWORK
OF PLACES WHERE WORK GETS DONE
Work can and will happen everywhere. Flexibility and choice are highly prized by employees.
However, bringing people together is key to driving more collaborative cultures. We believe the two
need not be mutually exclusive. By making the office a highly functional, enjoyable place to get work
done, employers can offer flexibility but also ensure that the office is a place people choose to be.

FOCUS ON DETAILS FOR A WORKPLACE THAT MAKES PEOPLE FEEL
VALUED
Research shows real economic benefit to caring for your employees, namely in the form of
attraction and retention of top talent, amplified by increased loyalty, wellbeing and engagement.
Investing in workplace translates to employees feeling that they are valued and the work they do is
important.

Download our groundbreaking ‘Healthy Offices’ research.
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Our Services
From tactical to transformative, we’ll meet
you where you are and take you where you
need to be.
Whether you’re embarking on a single project or a portfolio-wide
programme, developing a new strategy or evolving an existing one, seeking
to create a transformative experience or derive greater intelligence from the
data you already collect, our service offering is designed to meet your existing
needs and anticipate your future requirements.

Strategy

Experience
Design

Transformation

Occupancy
Management

Our client’s needs are as varied as the industries they represent. As a result,
we tailor our services to target the most appropriate solutions. Our platform
addresses client’s needs across the life-cycle of their workplace experience from definition of strategy, through to experience implementation and change
management support, on to occupancy management and the continuous
monitoring of space utilisation and effectiveness.
We believe all of these services are interdependent. The data you collect
about how space is occupied and managed can, and should, inform how you
plan, design and organise it. The ease with which your people can get good
work done requires that you think not just of the physical environment but of
the total experience – the systems, technology, processes, services, events,
management. And the ultimate success of your strategy requires that your
people are engaged in the process and prepared for change.

Connecting the decisions
you make about the way
your people work and the
work environment with
business objectives.

Our dedicated research team forecast latest industry, technology, and
wellness trends whilst also understanding external influences our clients should
be aware of. We leverage these findings and believe in sharing insights.
Download some of our recent reports here:
Smart Workplace 2040

Wellness In The Workplace

EMEA Occupier Survey

How Millennials Live, Work & Play

Making people more
effective advocates for
change, enabling real
transformation.

Feasibility Assessment

Experience Guidelines

Change Strategy

Change Assessment

User Experience Design

Program Management

Workplace Strategy

Workplace Wellbeing
Programmes

Change Execution

Design Briefing

Whether you’re looking for end-to-end coverage across this spectrum or
expertise related to a specific need, we’ll help you define the most appropriate
scope.

Curating the most
impactful ways to make
work easier.

Technology Assessment
Scenario Development

Brand Strategy
Technology Enabled Solutions

Training & Communication

Driving improved
accountability, efficiency,
and effectiveness of the
workplace.

Occupancy Management
Evaluation
Occupancy Planning
Technology Advisory
Embedded Occupancy
Management
Dynamic Utilisation

Workplace Guidelines
Concept Development
Design Management
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Our Process

Whether we’re helping you develop a workplace strategy for a single project, an
occupancy management strategy for a large portfolio, a change strategy for a
major move, or a new flagship headquarters, our approach to problem finding
and problem solving is the same - data driven research and analysis grounded
in a deep understanding of your organisational and business goals.

We help you articulate your vision for the future,
identify the opportunities and challenges inherent
in achieving it, and offer realistic and compelling
recommendations to get you there.
CBRE Workstyle Survey
End-User Focus Groups
Utilisation Analysis
Leadership Interviews
Design Assessments

Workstyle Mapping
Workplace Guidelines
Programme Scenarios
Planning Principles

Programme Guidelines
Strategy & Design Integration

Strategy

Day-in-a-Life Observations
User Self-Documentary
Experience Mapping

Experience Playbook
Services Structure Design
Technology Strategy

Experience Services Staffing Plan

Experience
Design

Change Readiness Assessment
Workplace Strategy Gap Analysis
Organisational Objectives Review
Programme Governance Review

Change Management Playbook
& Roadmap
Define Points of Transformation
Governance Structure
Define Key Messaging

Stakeholder Management
Change Communications &
Activity Delivery
Hard & Soft Skills Trainings

Transformation

Space Data Audit
Stakeholder Engagement
Programme Diagnostic
Benchmarking

Governance Structure
Playbook Development
Rhythm of Business Development
Pilot Processes & Training

Reporting
Supply & Demand Management
Technology Implementation
Tactical & Strategic Planning

Occupancy
Management

UNDERSTAND

RESEARCH

SOLUTION

IMPLEMENT

SUSTAIN / REFINE

Understanding your goals and objectives
helps us to define what we are aiming for.
This starting point is fundamental across
all our services.

Comprehensive data gathering and
quantitative and qualitative trend
and industry analysis helps us further
understand the challenges and
opportunities in achieving the end goal.

There is no one way to solve any
problem. We evaluate, test and rate
the possible solutions against project
objectives and ROI.

A successful solution is inherently
dependent on effectively engaging
the right stakeholders to deliver on
the established goals.

We acknowledge that no solution
is complete without evaluating
progress and refining solutions.
Knowing the workplace is always
changing is crucial to the ongoing
success of the solutions we provide.

WE START
WITH YOU
your people and your
business aspirations

To discuss how we’d approach your objective, contact us:
workplace.emea@cbre.com
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Our Team

Our Impact

Four continents, twenty+ countries,
thirty-five+ cities, three hundred
consultants, one team.

We work with many industry leading and
iconic organisations to create great outcomes.
A few notable projects are featured here:

Our industry-leading team draw on a diverse set of skills and backgrounds
and work together across regions to innovate, share best practices, lessons
learned and to collaboratively develop new ways of thinking and the best
solutions for our clients. Our team of consultants consists of Strategists,
Change Managers, Architects, Designers and Data Analysts and is the
largest of its kind.
Our point of view is shaped by the diversity of perspectives our
people bring to their work, common sense and our extensive
client experience.
We regularly assemble teams that work across timezones
in order to ensure that we have the right mix of skill sets,
experience levels, local knowledge and perspectives. While
we value coming together, we are also adept at working
virtually.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
COMPANY - UK

TELECOMS COMPANY EUROPE

FINANCIAL SERVICES
COMPANY - UK

2015, ongoing: Leeds, Manchester,
Aberdeen, Southhampton, Swansea
2500+ people
14,000+ SM impacted

Madrid, Rome, Dublin, Warsaw
17 buildings
15,000+ people

6,000+ front office employees
consolidated into a new 67,000 SM
London HQ

Services: Helping this organisation to
effectively deploy new ways of working
in it’s new offices around the UK.

Services: Using technology to
monitor utilisation patterns in real
time to support better decision
making.

Services: Responsible for change
management on the largest one-off
implementation of agile working in
Europe.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
COMPANY - GERMANY

WORKPLACE360

Frankfurt
5000+ people
40,000 SM impacted

7,000+ people
20% average cost savings
110,000 SM impacted

Services: Using a combination of
data, experience and structured
process to help transform the
organisation’s headquarter offices.

See what workplace
strategy means to CBRE.

EMEA
170+ Consultants
15 Locations
Strategic Design Centre in Amsterdam
Workplace Shared Service Centre in Bratislava
Workplace Centre of Excellence in London
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We’ll meet you where you are and
take you where you need to be.
Connecting people, place and technology; helping
organisations and individuals thrive.
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Our Contact Details

cbre.co.uk/workplace-emea

CBRE Workplace

To learn more about how to make your real estate investments create real advantage for your
business, connect with us at: workplace.emea@cbre.com

Or reach out to your regional lead:

EMEA (LONDON)

NETHERLANDS (AMSTERDAM)

LEWIS BECK

WOUTER OOSTING

Head of Workplace
+44 7966 563 174
lewis.beck@cbre.com

Senior Director
+316 502 307 38
wouter.oosting@cbre.com

POLAND (WARSAW)

FRANCE (PARIS)

KARINA KREJA

OLIVIER CROS

Director
+486 944 481 30
karina.kreja@cbre.com

Director
+33 616 443 790
olivier.cros@cbre.com

SPAIN (MADRID)

GERMANY (DUSSELDORF)

MURIEL ALTUNAGA

PAWEL KROLIKOWSKI

Director
+346 192 569 45
muriel.altunaga@cbre.com

Senior Director
+491 511 616 8797
pawel.krolikowski@cbre.com

This disclaimer shall apply to CBRE Inc. and to all other divisions of the Corporation (“CBRE”). All information included
herein pertaining to CBRE – including but not limited to its operations, employees, technology and clients – are proprietary
and confidential, and are supplied with the understanding that they will be held in confidence and not disclosed to third parties
without the prior written consent of CBRE. CBRE and the CBRE logo are the service marks of CBRE Inc. and/or its affiliated or
related companies in other countries. All other marks displayed on this document are the property of their respective owners.
CBRE © 2017 All Rights Reserved.

AUSTRIA (VIENNA)

MARTIN PONGRATZ

© Copyright 2017 CBRE Information contained herein, including projections, has been obtained from sources believed to be
reliable. While we do not doubt its accuracy, we have not verified it and make no guarantee, warranty or representation about it. It is
your responsibility to confirm independently its accuracy and completeness. This information is presented exclusively for use by CBRE
clients and professionals and all rights to the material are reserved and cannot be reproduced without prior written permission of the
CBRE Global Chief Economist.

Director
+43 1 533 40 80 55
martin.pongratz@cbre.com

CBRE and the CBRE logo are service marks of CBRE, Inc. and/or its affiliated or related companies in the United States and other countries.
All other marks displayed on this document are the property of their respective owners.
Photos herein are the property of their respective owners and use of these images without the express written consent of the owner is prohibited.
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